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Abstract
We introduce a novel cryptographic paradigm of broadcast authentication with “preferred” verifiers (BAP). With BAP, the message

source explicitly targets a set of one or more verifiers. For an attacker, forging authentication data of a source, for purposes of
fooling preferred verifiers may be substantially more difficult than fooling other (non-preferred) verifiers. We investigate broadcast
authentication (BA) withhashed random preloaded subsets(HARPS), which caters for such a distinction. HARPS, provides for
efficient broadcast authentication, with and without preferred verifiers.

1 Introduction
A broadcast authentication scheme, permits any node to verify the authenticity of the source of the broadcast. This can be achieved
using digital signatures if public key cryptography is used, or if only symmetric cryptography is used, by appending verifiable
authentication data, consisting of multiple (shared-secrets based) message authentication codes (MAC) [2] - [4] to the message, such
thatanyverifier would be able to verify at least asubsetof the appended MACs. In the rest of this paper, we shall simply refer to
the appended MACs (or authentication data) asA. More specifically, we shall represent the authentication data of a sourcei, for a
messageM asAi(M).

Thestrength, or the security offered by a broadcast authentication scheme is a measure of the difficulty an attacker faces, in forging
A of an arbitrary source, in order to fool arbitrary verifiers(s). Thecomplexityof a scheme is a function of thenumberof appended
MACs (the bandwidth needed forA). The efficiencyof a broadcast authentication scheme is then a ratio of the strength to its
complexity.

In this paper we consider broadcast authentication, using a random key pre-distribution scheme, hashed random preloaded subsets
(HARPS) [1]. We show that broadcast authentication using HARPS is substantially more efficient than the schemes in [2] - [4].

While the purpose of broadcast is to reach every possible recipient, in real world applications each broadcast may have a different
amount of “significance” to different recipients. For instance in applications involving multi-hop ad hoc networks [5], where for
instance routing information in each node may be broadcast to the entire network, malicious broadcasts (with forged authentication)
is more likely to affect the nodes in the immediate neighborhood than nodes further away. Under such circumstances, it would be
useful if broadcast authentication could cater for the “higher strength” required for some “preferred” verifiers.

In addition to the providing more efficient general purpose broadcast authentication (henceforth referred to as BA) than the schemes
in [2] - [4], HARPS supports this paradigm of “preferred” verifiers (henceforth referred to as BAP). When a broadcast is targeted to
one or more preferred verifiers, the appended authentication data may be considerably more difficult for an attacker to forge, for the
purpose of fooling (any of) the preferred verifiers.

BAP bears some resemblance to “signatures withdesignatedverifiers” [6], [7]. However, while designated signatures can be
verifiedonly by designated verifiers, BAP can be verified even by non-preferred verifiers (nodes which arenot explicitly targeted).
Moreover, as we shall demonstrate later, while BAP is substantially stronger than BA (against attempts to fool preferred verifiers),
BAP is onlymarginallyweaker than general-purpose BA against attempts to fool othernon-preferredverifiers.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we briefly review key pre-distribution (KPD) schemes, and more
specifically, KPD schemes based on “preloaded subsets,” with further emphasis on schemes employing “randompreloaded subsets”
(RPS). This is followed by a brief introduction1 to HARPS (hashedRPS) [1]. In Section III we analyze the efficacy of BA using
RPS (which is the basis for the schemes in [2] - [4]), and HARPS, and BAP using HARPS.

2 Key Pre-distribution
A KPD scheme consists of a trusted authority (TA), andN nodes with unique IDs. The TA choosesP secretsR and two operators
f() andg(). The operatorf(), is used to determine the secretsA that are preloaded in nodeA. Two nodes with IDsA andB, with

1Ref. [1] has not been published yet. A brief introduction to HARPS makes this paper self-contained and preserves author anonymity. Further, the focus of Ref.
[1] was the security of pair-wise and group secrets, and renewability of HARPS.
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preloaded secretsA andB can discover a unique shared secretKAB using apublic operatorg() without further involvement of the
TA. The restrictions on the operatorsf() andg() in order to satisfy these requirements can be mathematically stated as follows:

A = f(R, A), andKAB = g(A, B) = g(B, A) = f(R, A, B) = f(R, B,A). (1)

As g() is public, it possible for two nodes, just by exchanging their IDs, to executeg() and discover a unique shared secret. As the
shared secret is a function of their IDs, their ability to arrive at the shared secret provides mutual assurances toA andB that the other
node possesses the necessary secretsB andA, respectively. The secrets preloaded in each node is referred to as the node’skey-ring.
We shall represent byk, the size of the key ring.

The primary advantage of KPDs is their ability to cater for ad hoc authentication without active involvement of a trusted authority,
and without employing asymmetric cryptography. However, this advantage comes at a price. Note that in KPD schemes, the keys
assigned to different nodes arenot independent- they are all derived from the same set (TA’s) keysR. Thus an attacker who has
exposed keys from afinite number of nodes could compromise the entire system. For conventional key distribution schemes (KDS)
(like Kerberos [8], [9] or PKI [10]) however, as the keys assigned to different nodes areindependent, this is not the case.

However, for evolving [11] application scenarios (like MANETS [5]) where extensivemutual co-operationof resource constrained
(battery operated) nodes is necessary for their very functioning, compromise of a few nodes could affect the entire deployment. Thus
there is a need to take proactive steps to control sizes ofattacker coalitions(perhaps by improved technology for tamper resistance /
read-proofing of devices [12]). For securing such deployments, conventional KDSes may be an “overkill” (if the entire deployment
is affected if a finite number of nodes are compromised, the fact that theKDS is not compromised does not help much). Thus KPDs,
due to their inherent advantages of low resource consumption (which is also necessary as deployments of wireless devices forming
MANETS are expected to include resource constrained devices), may be sufficient for securing such networks. This is perhaps the
reason for renewed interest in KPD schemes in the recent past.

2.1 Preloaded Subset Key Distribution Schemes
KPD schemes based on the concept of pre-loading subsets2 (say of cardinalityk) of keys in each node, from apool of P keys, has
been employed by various researchers, for very different cryptographic primitives. Perhaps the earliest example is the matrix [13]
key pre-distribution scheme by Gong et. al. The applications employing preloaded subsets range from discovery of shared secrets
for pairwise communications [13] - [19], and more general group communications [1], [20], broadcast encryption [21], [22] and
broadcast authentication [2] - [4].

While the earlier methods based on preloaded subsets favored deterministic allocation of keys to nodes (most of them perhaps
motivated by Erdos et. al’s seminal work on intersections of finite sets [23]), Dyer et al [3] was perhaps the first to point out the
advantages ofrandomallocation of subsets. A very elegant framework for analysis of the security of random preloaded subsets was
also presented in [3]. Recent attempts in this direction too, [1], [14] - [20] favor random [14], [15], [19] or pseudo-random [1], [16],
[20], allocation of keys (in this paper we shall collectively refer to them as RPS or random preloaded subsets). While all RPS based
methods are essentially similar, the primary advantage of the methods which employpseudo-randomallocation of subsets, is that
they provide a simple and elegant way for nodes to determine shared secrets (methods based on purely random allocation on the
other hand need a bandwidth intensive shared key discovery process).

Formally, a(P, k) RPS employs a TA who chooses an indexed set ofP keysK1 · · ·KP . Each node has a unique ID. The TA
chooses public random functionFRPS(), which when “seeded” by a node ID, yields the allocation of keys for the node. Thus for a
nodeA (node with unique IDA)

FRPS(A) = {α1, α2, . . . , αk}, andA = {Kα1 , . . . ,Kαk
}. (2)

where1 ≤ αi ≤ P, αi 6= αj for i 6= j. In other wordsFRPS() generates apartial random permutation of{1 · · ·P}. Thek-length
sequence{α1, α2, . . . , αk} is the index of the keys preloaded in nodeA (or node with IDA). A is the set of secrets preloaded inA.
Note that the indexes are public (as the node ID andFRPS() are public).

KPD schemes employing random preloaded subsets fall under the category ofrandomKPD schemes. However, the first random
KPD scheme, LM [24], proposed by Leighton and Micali, employs a very different idea. In the(k, L) LM scheme, the TA chooses
an indexed set ofk secretsK1 · · ·Kk, a cryptographic hash functionh(), and a public random functionFLM (). For a nodeA,

FLM (A) = {a1, a2, . . . , ak}, 1 ≤ ai ≤ L∀i. andA = {a1K1,
a2K2, . . . ,

akKk}. (3)

In other wordsFLM () generates ak-sequence of uniformly distributed random integer values between 1 andL. The nodeA is
preloaded withk keys. Theith preloaded key is nodeA is derived by repeatedly hashingith TAs keyai times. The parameterL is
the maximum hash depth. The notationiKj represents the result ofrepeatedlyhashing ofKj , i times, using a (public) cryptographic
hash functionh().

2For such schemes the functionf() in Eq (1) simply chooses a subset of keys, and the functiong() obtains the intersection of two subsets.
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In HARPS [1], we proposed a random KPD scheme which is a generalization of LM and RPS. In(P, k, L) HARPS, the TA chooses
P keysK1 · · ·KP , and each node is loaded with ahashedsubset ofk keys. The TA has an indexed set ofP secrets, a cryptographic
hash functionh() and a public random functionFHARPS(). For a nodeA,

FHARPS(A) = {(α1, a1), (α2, a2), . . . , (αk, ak)}, andA = {a1Kα1 ,
a2Kα2 , . . . ,

akKαk
}. (4)

The first coordinate{α1, α2, . . . , αk} represents the index of the keys chosen to be preloaded in nodeA, and the second coordinate
{a1, a2, . . . , ak}, the number of times each chosen key is hashed (using cryptographic hash functionh()) before they are preloaded
in the nodeA. Note that LM and RPS are actually special cases of HARPS. LM is HARPS withP = k, and RPS is HARPS with
L = 0 (or keys are not hashed before pre-loading).

3 Broadcast Authentication with Preloaded Subsets
The basic idea used in broadcast authentication (BA) with preloaded subsets is very simple. The source of the broadcast appends
the message with many key based message authentication codes (MAC) - one corresponding to each of thek keys it possesses (orP
keys if the source is the TA). Any node will be able to verify the authenticity of the broadcast by checking the MACs corresponding
to all the keys the verifying node shares with the message source.

It is assumed that the KPD secrets (HARPS / RPSkey-rings) are stored in “tamper-resistant” and “read-proof” devices. However,
an attacker with sufficient resources may be able to compromise the secrets stored insomedevices.

For BA using RPS, employing a cryptographic hash functionh(), the authentication data of a nodeA (with keysA = {Kα1 · · ·Kαk
}),

for a messageM is

AA(M) = [H1 ‖ H2 ‖ · · · ‖ Hk], Hi = h(A ‖ M ‖ Kαj
), 1 ≤ j ≤ k (5)

The primary distinction between BA-using-RPS (as in [2] - [4]) and BA-using-HARPS, is that in the latter, the source has the added
flexibility of choosing the hash depthof the keys used for MACs - the source can choose any hash depth equal to or greater than the
depth it possesses for that particular key. For example, if a node has theithkey at a hash deptha (or the keyaKi), the node can use
anyxKi as the corresponding MAC key, wherea ≤ x ≤ L.

For BA using HARPS, the authentication data of a nodeA (with keysA = {a1Kα1 ,
a2Kα2 , . . . ,

akKαk
}), for a messageM is

AA(M) = [H1 ‖ H2 ‖ · · · ‖ Hk], Hi = h(A ‖ M ‖ xj Kαj
), aj ≤ xj ≤ L, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. (6)

If the source chooses the maximum hash depthL (or x = L) for every key, thenanyverifier who has theithkey will be able to verify
the MAC. If a source node chooses to use some other value of hash depth, sayx < L, it may result in some nodes not being able to
use that key for verification, even though the verifying node has a key corresponding to that index (the verifying node may have key
yKi with y > x). However, it is also less likely that a coalition of attackers could forge the MAC.

What we desire is to reduce theprobability pF , that an attacker who has exposed keys belonging ton nodes, can forge a message
for the purpose of fooling a verifier (lower the probabilitypF , higher the strength of the authentication scheme). Obviously, for a
givenP, k, L andn, there is anoptimalchoice ofx - which we shall represent byLp. So a simple strategy is to choose the optimal
hash depthLp - whenever possible. For keys in source node where the hash depthd > Lp the source nodecannotuse depthLp. It
has to use the minimum possible hash depth it can - which is the current depthd of the key.

However, once astrategyis fixed, the source node doesnot have freedom to chooseany possible hash depth. Also, given the
strategy, any verifier (who knows all the hash depths of the keys that the source node possesses just from the ID of the source node)
knows what hash depths have been (or should be) used by the source for arriving atA.

The primary reason for the choice of including3 the ID of a node for calculation of theHi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k in the authentication data
A(M) is to ensure that the attacker cannot “pool” authentication data from different nodes (sayB1 · · ·Bn) for the same messageM
to forgeAA(M). The only way for the attacker to forge messages is by actually tampering with devices, and exposing buried secrets.

There are four different scenarios of broadcast authentication to be considered

1. broadcast by TA, verification by nodes.
2. broadcast by a node, verification by TA.
3. broadcast by a node, verification by a peer node.
4. broadcast by a node, joint verification byJ peer nodes.

In the first scenario, the source is the TA, andATA(M) (for some messageM ) hasP MACs. In all other scenarios, the source is a
node withk preloaded secrets, and henceA hask MACs. For scenario 2, the verifier is the TA - or equivalently, a verifier would not

3Timestamps and a random nonce could also be included for preventing replay attacks.
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acceptA as authentic unless the TA assures it as authentic. As the TA would be able to verifyeveryMAC appended byanynode,
this would be the most challenging of scenarios for any adversary. Unfortunately, in many application scenarios, it might not be
possible for nodes to have access to the TA in order to verifyA. In scenario 3, a node takes on complete responsibility for verifying
A. However, in many cases it may possible for the verifier to check the authenticity of the broadcast with fewothernodes. In other
words, the verifier would acceptA as authentic only of it can verify its authenticityandJ − 1 other nodes confirm the authenticity
by verifying the MACs (orJ nodesjointly verify A).

For scenarios 3 and 4 we also consider the possibility of broadcast authentication with preferred verifier(s) (or BAP). For BAP
(from sourceA, for a messageM ) we represent the authentication data byApA(M) (the ID(s) of preferred verifier(s) is (are) not
explicitly included in the notation). In the rest of this section we shall look at each of these scenarios is detail.

3.1 Summary of Notations
As each node is preloaded withk out ofP keys, and probability that the key with indexi is chosen for any node (or preloaded in any
node) isξ = k

P . Let Bξ(n, u) represent the binomial probability thatexactlyu out ofn nodes have the key with indexi. Let GL(d)
represent the probability that the hash depth of any key is greater thand. Thus we have

ξi = k
P = ξ∀i, Bξ(n, u) =

(
n
u

)
ξu(1− ξ)n−u, GL(d) = L−d

L . (7)

To distinguish between the four scenarios we shall use the following suffixes:

1 : TA → node 2 : node→ TA 3 : node→ node 4 : node→ jointly verifying nodes
To distinguish HARPS and RPS (forBA) we use suffixesR andH. For BAP with HARPS we use the suffixP . However, when

BAP is verified by non-preferred verifiers the suffixP ′ is used instead.
R : BA (RPS) H : BA (HARPS) P : BAP for preferred verifiers P ′ : BAP for otherverifiers

For example,R3 represents BA using RPS, where the source and verifier are peers. As another exampleP ′4 represents the case
when the source is a peer, and the BAP meant for “joint verification by some preferred nodes”, is actually verified by a non-preferred
node.

We shall also represent byε, the probability that a particular MAC (say corresponding to key indexi, 1 ≤ i ≤ P ) is “safe” - which
happens when

• the source has theithkey. and
• the verifier can verify the MAC,and
• the attacker (coalition ofn nodes)cannotforge the MAC.

In order to be successful, the attacker needs to forgeeveryMAC that a verifier can verify. We shall represent bypF , the probability
of successful forgery by an attacker.

3.2 Broadcast by TA - Verification by Nodes
For RPS, the TA appendsP MACs to the message. Any node can verifyk of theP MACs. The MAC corresponding to any key (say
index i) is “safe” if the verifier has the key (which happens with probabilityξ) and if the coalition ofn nodes (nodes whose keys
have been exposed by an attacker)do nothave theith key (probability(1 − ξ)n). The probabilityεR1 that theith is safe, and the
probabilitypFR1 that the attacker coalition can successfully impersonate the TA for the purpose of fooling any node is now

εR1(n) = Bξ(n, 0) = ξ(1− ξ)n, pFR1(n) = (1− εR1(n))P . (8)

For HARPS, the TA has the ability to chooseanyhash depth. If the TA chooses a strategy of choosing hash depth ofLp for each
MAC key, any node can verify theith key with a probabilityξ Lp

L (the probability that a verifier has the key isξ, and the probability

that the hash depth of the key is not greater thanLp is Lp

L . The probability that exactlyu of n nodes have theith key isB(n, u, ξ),
and the probability that allu keys have hash depth greater thanLp is GL(Lp)u. Thus,

εH1(n) =
(

ξ
Lp

L

) n∑
u=0

Bξ(n, u)GL(Lp)u, (9)

andpFH1(n) = (1− εH1(n))P . Figure 1 (Lines 1 to 4) depicts the relationship betweenpF andn (probability of successful forgery
by a coalition of attackers who have exposed all keys fromn nodes), forLp = 64, 32, 16, 8 respectively. For they-axis we use
− log2(pF ) as the scale - which could be considered as “bit-security.” For examplepF ≈ 10−20 is roughly equivalent to 64-bit
security - 1

264 ≈ 10−20 is the probability with which one can successfully “guess” a 64 bit key! For the plots we have chosen
P = 18, 000, k = 1500 andL = 64
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Figure 1: Lines 1 to 4: Broadcast by TA and verification by nodes forLp = L = 64, Lp = 32, Lp = 16, Lp = 8 respectively.
The case ofLp = L = 64 (Line 1) also corresponds to RPS. Further Line 1 also corresponds to the case of broadcast by node and
verification by TA, using RPS. Line 5: Broadcast by a node, verification by TA for HARPS. For all plotsP = 18000, k = 1500 and
L = 64.

For purposes of broadcast authentication, the performance of RPS (L = 0) is identical to the case of HARPS withLp = L = 64.
This can be easily verified by substitutingLp by L in Eq (9). The plots indicate that a choice of largeLp (closer toL) offers higher
bit-security forsmallvalues ofn. However, for larger values ofn choosing smaller and smaller values ofLp does better. In practice
lower values ofLp may be more useful. The fact thatLp = 8 offers a bit-security of about 250 bits forn = 10 is good enough. That
RPS or (Lp = L) offers over 900 bits is probably an “overkill”. However, RPS is insecure forn > 70 while HARPS withLp = 8 is
still very much usable whenn ≈ 150.

Obviously, for a givenn, and a restriction on available resources (primarilyk - we do not care too much aboutP , the number of
keys that the TA has to store - which is also the bandwidth of authentication data produced by the source) one could simultaneously
optimize the values ofLp andξ = k/P . We could considern as a measure of the expected “threat level” for the deployment.
However, once deployed, it is no longer possible tochangeξ (or P andk). And the deployment is expected to operate safely at
different threat levels. The choice of the parametersP = 18, 000 andk = 1500 for illustrative purposes is arbitrary4.

One of the biggest advantages of HARPS over RPS is that the hash depth used for MACs can be changedpost-deployment! In
other words, depending on the threat level (perceived value ofn) the TA could chooseoptimalvalues ofLp (which is obviously not
possible with RPS). As the threat level increases, the source could choose lower and lower hash depths.

3.3 Broadcast by a Node - Verification by TA
In this case, the TA can verify each of thek MACs appended by the node. For RPS, it can be very easily seen that the situation is
exactly similar to case 1. ThuspFR2 = pFR1. However, for HARPS, the situation is a little different. Unlike broadcasts by TA
where the TAs best strategy is to choose a fixed hash depth for all keys, for broadcasts by nodes (and verification by TA) the nodes
would choose thelowest possible hash depthfor each key - which would be the same as the hash depth of their preloaded keys. The
probability that the source has theithkey isξ. The probability that the depth of theithkey isl is 1

L . So we have

εH2(n) = ξ
n∑

u=0

Bξ(n, u)
1
L

L∑
l=1

GL(l)u, (10)

andpFH2(n) = (1 − εH2(n))P . Line 5 in Figure 1 is a plot of− log2(pF ) vs n for HARPS (line 1 for RPS aspFR2 = pFR1). A
comparison of lines 1 and 5 in Figure 1 shows that HARPS issubstantiallybetter than RPS in this case.

3.4 Broadcast by a Node - Verification by a Peer
In this case, the source, has theithkey with probabilityξ. However, the verifier being another node also has the key with probability
ξ. So, in order for theithkey to be safe, both the source and verifier should have theithkey and then attackers together shouldnot
have theithkey. Thus, for RPS,εR3(n) = ξ2(1− ξ)n, andpFR3(n) = (1− εR3(n))P .

For HARPS, the source’s strategy, as in case 1, is to choose an optimal hash depth ofLp, whenever possible.

4But this choice is still optimal forsomen!
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The source can choose depthLp only for somekeys - the source node would have roughlykLp

L keys with hash depth less than or

equal toLp, and k(L−Lp)
L keys with hash depth greater thanLp. Or the source uses depthLp with probability Lp

L , and uses some
depthj > Lp with probability 1

L∀j > Lp. If the hash depth used isLp, the probability that a verifier (who has theithkey) can verify

the MAC is Lp

L . Similarly, if the chosen hash depth isl > L− p, the probability that a verifier can verify the MAC islL . Thus

εH3(n) =
(

ξ
Lp

L

)2 n∑
u=0

Bξ(n, u)GL(Lp)u +
L∑

l=Lp+1

ξ2 l

L2

n∑
u=0

Bξ(n, u)GL(l)u, (11)

andpFH3(n) = (1− εH3(n))P .
3.4.1 BAP withT Preferred Verifiers:
However, for HARPS, there is an additional possibility - targeting the authentication data topreferredverifiers (BAP). In this case
the authentication data would also consist of the list of preferred verifiers. For example, for a case whereT nodesV1 · · ·VT are
designated as preferred verifiers, we have

ApA(M) = [V1 ‖ · · · ‖ VT ‖ H1 ‖ H2 ‖ · · · ‖ Hk], Hi = h(V1 ‖ · · · ‖ VT ‖ A ‖ M ‖ xj Kαj ). (12)

Under this condition, the broadcasting node may use a strategy5, where the hash depth is chosen such that the preferred node(s) can
verify as many MACs as possible. For a scenario where a source explicitly targetsT preferred nodes, the strategy for choosing the
hash depths would be to choose the maximum of the hash depths of the source and theT verifiers for each shared key. For example,
for the ithkey, if the hash depth of source iss and if j out of T verifiers have theithkey with hash depthsv1 · · · vj , then the source
would choose the depth asmax(s, v1 · · · vj)).

The probability that the source, and exactlyj of theT verifiers have theithkey isξBξ(T, j). Under this condition, the source would
choose a depthl for theithkey if

1. Source has hash depthl (probability 1
L ) and allj (out of T ) verifiers have hash depths less than or equal tol (probability

(1− g(l))j = lj

Lj ), or

2. Source has hash depth less thanl (probability l−1
L ) andj verifiers have a maximum hash depth equal tol (probability lj−(l−1)j

Lj )

We shall represent the conditional probability of choosing depthl asPj(l), where

Pj(l) =
1
L

lj

Lj
+

(l − 1)
L

(
lj − (l − 1)j

)
Lj

. (13)

Also note that under the condition thatj of T verifiers have theithkey, the probability that aparticular verifierhas theIthkey is j
T .

Thus

εP3(n, T ) = ξ
T∑

j=1

j

T
Bξ(T, j)

L∑
l=1

Pj(l)
n∑

u=0

Bξ(n, u)GL(l)u. (14)

The plots for RPS and HARPS for peer-to-peer broadcast authentication, with different values ofLp are shown in Figure 2. For
general purpose BA (Lines 1 to 4 in the figure), similar to case 1 (broadcast by TA and verification by nodes), lower values ofLp are
more useful for largern .

Line 5 is the plot for BAP with HARPS with one preferred recipient (T = 1). Note that it is substantially more difficult for attackers
to fool the preferred verifier (compare line 5 with lines 1,2,3,4). AsT increases,Ap becomes less and less “targeted.” Line 6 is the
plot for T = 2 (which is marginally weaker than the case ofT = 1, but however indistinguishable in the Figure). The difference
is more readily apparent for larger values ofT (as the targeting gets less “specific” the strength gain due to targeting reduces). Line
7 is the plot forT = 20. As T → ∞ (which defeats the purpose of targeting anyway) the source would be forced to choose the
maximum hash depth for each key - or the situation is similar to that of choosingLp = L (line 1, RPS).

Thus HARPS provides for two mechanisms for improving the strength of broadcast authentication - the ability to chooseLp

dynamically depending on the expected threat level (which improves the security of BA), and the ability to explicitly target verifiers
(BAP), which yields substantial gains over BA. Note BAP is substantially more secure overall n.

3.5 Broadcast by a Node - Joint Verification byJ Peers
In this case, the attacker coalition has to foolall J nodes in order to be successful. For RPS, theithkey is safe when the source
andanyof theJ verifiers has theithkey. The probability that at least one of theJ verifiers have theithkey is(1 − (1 − ξ)J . Thus
εR4(n) = ξ(1− (1− ξ)J)(1− ξ)n, andpFR4(n) = (1− εR4(n))P .

5The context of the application would dictate whether the source should have chosen preferred verifiers for a particular messageM , through regulated “policies.”
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Figure 2: Broadcast by nodes and verification by a peer. Line 1:Lp = L = 64 (also RPS). Lines 2 to 4:Lp = 48, Lp = 32 and
Lp = 16 respectively. Line 5:Ap targeted at one verifier (T = 1). Line 6: Ap targeted toT = 2 verifiers - (lines 5 and 6 are
indistinguishable in the figure). Line 7:T = 20.

In the case of HARPS, once again there are two different approaches the source could take - depending on whether the source
knows apriori, the identities of theJ (jointly) verifying nodes. For BA, the same strategy of fixedLp can be used.

The probability that exactlyj out of J verifiers have theithkey isB(J, j, ξ), and the probability that at least one of thej keys has
hash depth less than or equal tol is 1−GL(l)j . Thus

εH4(n) = ξ
Lp

L

J∑
j=1

Bξ(J, j)(1−GL(Lp)j)
n∑

u=0

Bξ(n, u)GL(Lp)u

+
ξ

L

L∑
l=Lp+1

J∑
j=1

Bξ(J, j)(1−GL(l)j)
n∑

u=0

Bξ(n, u)GL(l)u, (15)

andpFH4(n) = (1− εH4(n))P .
3.5.1 BAP withJ Preferred Joint Verifiers:
For BAP, in this case the identities of the preferred recipients (whojointly verify Ap), are known apriori. Once again the source node
chooses the hash depths to “suit” theJ verifiers. In this case, the strategy would be to choose the minimum possible hash depth such
that at leastoneof theJ verifiers can verify the MAC6. For example, for theithkey, if the hash depth of the source iss and if j out
of J verifiers have theithkey with hash depthsv1 · · · vj , then the source would choose the hash depth asmax(s,min(v1 · · · vj))

The source can use theithkey with probabilityξ, and the probability thatj out of J verifiers have theithkey isB(J, j, ξ). Under
this condition, the source would choose a depthl for key i under two conditions:

1. Source has depthl (probability 1
L ) and the minimum depth ofj nodes for keyi (which have keyi) is less than or equal toj -

which happens with probability(1−GL(l)j).
2. Source has depth less thanl (probability l−1

L )) and the minimum hash depth for theithkey among thej nodes isexactlyl. The
probability that the minimum depth is greater thanl − 1 is GL(l − 1)j , and the probability that the minimum depth is greater
thanl is GL(l)j . Thus the probability that the minimum depth is equal tol is GL(l − 1)j −GL(l)j .

Let Qj(l) denote the conditional probability that the source chooses depthl for any key. We have

Qj(l) =
1
L

(
1−GL(l)j

)
+

l − 1
L

(
GL(l − 1)j −GL(l)j

)
, (16)

and

εP4(n, J) = ξ
J∑

j=1

Bξ(J, j)
L∑

l=1

Qj(l)
n∑

u=0

Bξ(n, u)GL(l)u (17)

6This is the primary distinction between choice of hash depths forindividually targetingT verifiers andjointly targetingJ verifiers. For the former case, the hash
depths are chosen to “reach”everypreferred verifier that has the corresponding key. For the latter case the hash depth is chosen to reachanyof them.
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Figure 3: Broadcast by node and verificationJ peers. Left:J = 2 - line 1: RPS, line 2: BA with HARPS, line 3: BAP with HARPS.
Right: BAP with HARPS forJ = 1, 2, 5, 20 andJ →∞.

The plots in Figure 3 (left) provide a comparison of RPS and HARPS (two cases - one with a fixed depth ofLp = 32 for BA,
and the second for BAP), forJ = 2. As expected, HARPS withLp < L performs better than RPS (or equivalently HARPS with
Lp = L) especially for largern. Also, HARPS “tuned” for known verifiers (line 3) performs significantly better. Figure 3 (right)
plots− log2(pF ) vsn for different values ofJ for BAP. Obviously, increasing the number of joint verifiers would make it more and
more difficult for the attacker to forge the authentication data. In fact, ifJ → ∞, the situation is not any different from case 2 -
verification by TA.

3.6 Verification of BAP by OtherVerifiers
Note that BAP only affects the hash depths of the keys that the source shares with theT preferred nodes (orJ preferred joint-
verifiers). For the other keys the source would employ the same tactic used for general purpose BA - a fixed “optimal” hash depth
Lp (whenever possible). We already know that BAP is a lot “stronger” than BA, for the purpose of verification bypreferredverifiers.
The question now is, how does this affect verification of the BAP by other, non-preferred verifiers? Once again, we need to consider
two different scenarios -Ap targeted atT independent verifiers, andAp targeted atJ joint verifiers.

For the case of verification byother verifiers of a BAPindividually targetedto T verifiers, the expression for the probability that
theithkey is safe, is

εP ′3(n, T, Lp) = ξ
T∑

j=1

Bξ(T, j)
L∑

l=1

Pj(l)
lξ

L

n∑
u=0

Bξ(n, u)GL(l)u

+
ξLp

L
Bξ(T, 0)

ξLp

L

n∑
u=0

Bξ(n, u)GL(Lp)u

+
ξ

L
Bξ(T, 0)

L∑
l=Lp+1

ξl

L

n∑
u=0

Bξ(n, u)GL(l)u. (18)

For the case of verification by other verifiers of a BAPjointly targetedto J verifiers, the expression for the probability that the
ithkey is safe, is

εP ′4(n, J, Lp) = ξ
J∑

j=1

Bξ(J, j)
L∑

l=1

Qj(l)
lξ

L

n∑
u=0

Bξ(n, u)GL(l)u

+
ξLp

L
Bξ(J, 0)

ξLp

L

n∑
u=0

Bξ(n, u)GL(Lp)u

+
ξ

L
Bξ(J, 0)

L∑
l=Lp+1

ξl

L

n∑
u=0

Bξ(n, u)GL(l)u (19)

Note that the first terms (in both equations) account for the keys that are affected due to targeting. The second and third terms
account for other keys - keys for which the source has a hash depth less than or equal toLp (in which caser the source could employ
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Figure 4: Verification by “non-preferred” verifiers. Line 1 - Verification by preferred verifier whenT = 1. Line 2 - Verification by
preferred verifier whenT = 10. Lines 3 to 7 - Verification ofAp by a non-preferred verifier. Line 8 - Verification of non-targeted
(BA) A.

depthLp) and keys for which the source has depth greater thanLp (in which case the source would use its hash depth for that key).
As usual the probabilitypFP ′3(n, T, Lp) = (1− εP ′3(n, T, Lp))P , andpFP ′4(n, J, Lp) = (1− εP ′4(n, J, Lp))P .

Figure 4 depicts plots of the strength of the authentication for various cases.
Line 1 depicts the strength of BAP for apreferredverifiers (T = 1). Line 3, which is complementary to line 1 depicts the strength

of BAP for other verifiers. It is no surprise that line 1 is significantly better than line 3. Similar plots forT = 10 are depicted by line
2 (for preferred verifiers) and its complement, line 4 (for other verifiers).

Line 8 is the strength of a (non-targeted) BA. Note that lines 3,4 are practicallyindistinguishablefrom line 8. This implies that
there is practically no disadvantage to targeting - or BAP for other non-preferred verifiers is almost as good as general purpose BA!

Line 5 corresponds to a degenerate case ofT → ∞ - or if a large number of nodes are targeted (which once again, defeats the
whole purpose of choosing preferred verifiers). Effectively, this is equivalent to RPS, or HARPS withLp = L.

Line 6 is the for the case of BAP meant forjoint verification byJ = 10 preferred verifiers, verified however by a non-preferred
verifier. Line 7 corresponds to the case of BAP targeted atJ =→∞ jointly verifying preferred verifiers, verified by a non-preferred
verifier. In this case the source would end up choosing the minimum possible hash depth for each key - or this is equivalent to BA
with LP = 0 (for the unintended verifiers).

4 Conclusions
We presented novel cryptographic paradigm of broadcast authentication with preferred verifiers (BAP), using hashed random preloaded
subsets (HARPS). It was shown that BAP can be substantially stronger against attempts by attackers to fool preferred verifiers, than
general-purpose BA using HARPS. Simultaneously BAP is onlymarginallyweaker than BA against attempts to fool other verifiers.
It was also quantitatively demonstrated that even for general purpose BA, the flexibility offered by HARPS to choose an optimal
hash depth for the keys used for MACs, depending on the prevailing threat level, makes HARPS substantially stronger than RPS (or
the schemes in [2] - [4]).

Note that while HARPS offers “freedom” to the source node for choosing hash depths, such freedom should beregulatedby strict
policies. In the absence of such policies an attacker would be able to choose the hash depths to make forgery simpler! The policies,
could be regulated and disseminated (say using broadcast authentication!) periodically by the TA.

While we considered only peer-to-peer and peer-to“jointly-verifying-peers” scenarios for BAP, it is also possible for the TA to
employ BAP, explicitly specifyingT independent preferred verifiers orJ jointly-verifying preferred verifiers. Further, for our
analysis of jointly verified BAP, we assumed that allJ joint verifiers are also preferred verifiers. In practice, it is also possible that
only some of the joint verifiers are preferred verifiers. However, extensions of the analysis to all these cases are straight-forward.

Similar to the concept of explicitly targeting nodes, the source may also explicitlyexcludenodes. This can be done by choosing
hash depths to ensure that excluded nodes may not be able to verify the authentication data with high certainty (an excluded node will
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still be able to verify MACs corresponding to keys it shares for the source node, for which it has a lower hash depth than the source
node). This would increase the security of authentication against attackers when there are “reasons to believe” that some nodes may
have been compromised (or in practice, this may be used to exclude nodes that have been “revoked” from the system because they
are suspected to be compromised).
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